Abstract
Introduction
The capability to automatically detect failures in the execution of a software program is very desirable and has many practical applications. In the field, such capability could alert the system operators and allow timely corrective actions. In software development, it could serve as a testing oracle and as an aid is fault localization. The capability could also facilitate early discovery of faults in model driven development.
The unit detecting failures (the supervisor) must be able to determine that a failure (a deviation of the actual behavior of the program from the expected one) has occurred. To do so, the supervisor uses the specification of external behavior of the program.
A major difficulty with specification-based automatic detection of failures arises out of the nondeterminism in the specification. Such nondeterminism may result in several variants of the target system external behavior, each legal with respect to the specification. Specification nondeterminism is important as it gives the software designer the freedom to choose less costly or otherwise desirable implementation alternative. However, it makes the task of automatic detection of failures more difficult, since the supervisor must consider all legal alternatives. This paper considers the case when the specification of external behavior of the target software program is * A. Vorobiev is with LDI3, 1-146 Colonnade Rd., Ottawa, Ont, Canada K2E7Y1. This work was carried out when he was with the Dept of Elect and Comp Engineering, University of Waterloo. expressed in a formalism based on communicating finite state machines (CFSMs). A number of such formalisms have been proposed. The Specification and Description Language (SDL), standardized by the International Telecommunication Union, is used as a concrete example [1] - [3] . The setting considered is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Software Supervision
One technique for dealing with the nondeterminism in the specification is based on the use of beliefs about possible resolution of nondeterminism [4] . The supervisor executes the CFSM specification model as it observes the inputs applied to the target. When a nondeterministic component is encountered in the execution of the specification, a belief is created for every legal outcome of its behavior and further processing is carried out separately for each belief. Consistent beliefs are grouped into consistent belief sets (CBS's, or simply belief sets). A CBS whose external behavior does not match the observed behavior is terminated. If, during the execution of the target, all CBSs have been terminated, there is no legal explanation of the observed behavior and a failure is reported.
A major challenge in the belief-based approach manifests itself when a failure is detected. At this point, the supervisor has terminated all CBSs and has no base for continuation of its operation.
This paper presents a technique that facilitates the continuation of supervision. Instead of relying on the classical view of CBS membership in the 'external behavior matched' set -a CBS is either in or it is out and terminated -it adopts a fuzzy set view [5] . A feasibility factor is associated with each CBS. It indicates the degree to which the CBS has matched the past observed behavior of the target, i.e. the degree of its membership in the external behavior matching set. A mismatch between the expected behavior of the CBS and the observed one decreases the factor, a match increases it. The resulting fuzzy-belief based supervisor (FBB supervisor) is tolerant of behavioral mismatches and capable of continuing the supervision after a failure has occurred. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the related background and Section 3 presents the fuzzy-belief based supervision. Section 4 describes the results of an experimental evaluation. The target system in the evaluation was the control program of a small telephone exchange. A few concluding observations are presented in Section 5. Additional information about this work can be found in [6] . Fig. 2 gives an example of CFSM specification. The specification corresponds to the first phase of a "hot phone" call. User 1 and 2 are the callers and user 3 is the callee. The top half shows three CFSMs and the interconnecting channels. The channels to/from the user1-3 are FIFO and have nondeterministic delays, with a specified maximum delay. The inter-CFSM channels are non-delaying. The events (signals) the channels can carry are listed. The behavior of each communicating machine is specified in the bottom half.
Background and Related Work

CFSM Specification Formalisms
The semantics of CFSM formalisms is usually defined operationally. In particular, the SDL semantics is defined by the SDL Abstract Machine [2] , [3] . The key parts of the Abstract Machine are the CFSM input port and the interpreter of CFSM behavior specification.
There are two major types of nondeterminism in CFSM formalisms -the indeterminate delay of delaying channels and the nondeterministic constructs in the specification of CFSM behavior. The former may cause the order of reception of signals over different channels to differ from the order of emission. In the above example, this may occur when user 1 goes offhook (calls the hot phone) just before user 2 does. The order in which the offhook signals are received by the respective CFSMs is nondeterministic. As a consequence, either CFSM 1 or 2 may receive the OFFHOOK signal first, emit a reqCall signal to CFSM 3, get avail and emit RINGTONE to its user, while the other user receives BUSYTONE. The nondeterministic construct category includes a selection construct with nondeterministic outcome, multiple transitions triggered by the same input signal, etc. 
Belief-Based Supervision
The belief-based technique constructs hypotheses about what a nondeterministic specification component may legally be doing (beliefs about how the nondeterminism could have been resolved). For example, in Fig. 2 , assume that initially all CFSMs are in the Idle state. If User 1 goes offhook (emits OFFHOOK signal to CFSM1), the effects of nondeterministic channel delay can be represented by two hypotheses -one that the signal has been received by CFSM1 and the other that it is still in transit on the channel. The two hypotheses are mutually exclusive. The first hypothesis results in the emission of reqCall signal towards CFSM3. CFSM3 responds by sending avail to CFSM1 over the non-delaying inter-CFSM channel, and RINGING towards User 3. Since the channel to User 3 is delaying, two hypotheses are created, one that the signal has been received and the other that the signal is still in transit. Since the individual component behavior hypotheses are mutually exclusive, only some combinations are consistent (legal) and need be considered. In this case, only one of these combinations (consistent belief sets) expects RING to User3.
If the target executes correctly, it outputs RING on the channel to User3. This output is observed by the supervisor and results in the termination of every CBS that does not produce the "RING to User3"output.
The number of CBSs goes up as inputs to the target are observed and their processing triggers nondeterministic effects. It goes down as the outputs are observed or in-transit signals exceed the maximum channel delay, resulting in the termination of CBSs that conflict with the observed behavior. Also, several CBSs may represent identical view of the state of the specification model and may be combined, thus further reducing their number.
The computational cost of belief-based supervision depends critically on the degree of nondeterminism present in the target and on the extent to which its outputs are indicative of how the internal specification nondeterminism happened to have been resolved. The asymptotic cost may reach factorial levels [4] .
Related Work
Research in specification-based detection of failures could be divided into black, grey and white-box approaches.
The black-box approaches include the above mentioned belief-based supervision, originally described in [4] . To reduce the computational cost of dealing with nondeterminism, [7] devised a hierarchical approach which first attempts to determine the alternative chosen by the target in its resolution of nondeterminism and then checks the detailed behavior along the alternative chosen. Several heuristics were devised to identify the behavioral alternative chosen.
The problem of continuation of belief-based supervision has been investigated in several research efforts. These include the Known-state Resynchronization [8] , which employs a version of requirement specification annotated with likely post-failure target system behavior. An alternative approach [9] uses an abstracted version of the specification model, which groups several states into superstates. After a failure, the supervisor attempts to infer which superstate the target may be in and, as the execution continues, successively refines its estimates to a particular specification state.
The research in passive testing also limits itself to external observations only. The specification is assumed to consist of a single FSM [10] or a single extended finite state machine (EFSM) [11] . For multiple-CEFSM specification, a single composite EFSM must be first constructed by combining the individual CEFSMs. A major issue with these approaches is the space cost of the composite machine. The issue of continuation of failure detection has not been addressed.
The gray-box approach requires partial information about the internal events or state of the target. In the Assume/Guarantee Monitor [12] , the target reports its internal state, in specification terms, when it becomes stable (i.e. when the target waits for inputs to respond to). This information is used to reduce the number of nondeterministic alternatives considered. The target must be instrumented to generate the state reports. Since the target continuously reports its internal state, the continuation of supervision is not an issue.
The white-box approaches detect failures or property violations of selected internal modules only. The target must again be appropriately instrumented. The Java Monitoring and Checking architecture (Java MaC, [13] ) is illustrative of these efforts. A collection of probes is automatically inserted into the target program to monitor the program execution. A runtime checker determines whether the current execution history satisfies safety properties derived from design documentation and stated in a language based on linear temporal logic. Because of their limited local scope and supporting internal instrumentation, post-failure resynchronization is not a major concern.
Fuzzy Belief-Based Supervisor
Basic Idea
A major issue with the classical belief-based detection of failures is how to continue after a failure has been observed. At that point, all CBSs have been terminated and the supervision cannot continue.
Underlying this problem is the strict division of CBSs into the 'external-behavior-matching' set (i.e. those whose expected behavior has matched the observed one) and the 'non-matching' set. CBSs in the latter set are not kept, they are deleted.
The technique of this paper is based on a shift in perspective from the classical notion of set membership to that of fuzzy set membership [5] . Instead of being either in our out (and gone) of the behavior matching set, a CBS has a feasibility factor associated with it. This factor reflects the strength of evidence for CBS membership in the external behavior matching set. Every time a deviation between the observed behavior and the behavior expected by the CBS occurs, its feasibility factor is decreased. Vice versa, every time the behavior expected by the CBS and the observed behavior match, the feasibility factor of the CBS will be increased (up to a certain maximum).
To keep the memory and time requirements within acceptable limits, the CBSs whose feasibility factor is so low as to suggest that it is unlikely to reflect the behavior of the target will be terminated. Only the better matched CBSs are kept.
A failure will be reported when an observed output causes a decrease in the feasibility factor of every CBS, since none of them expected the observed behavior.
Supervisor Internals
This section discusses several key issues of the fuzzy belief-based supervisor. Belief/belief set representation: The representation of beliefs about the behavior of a specification component and their combination into CBSs remains as in the classical supervisor, with addition of the feasibility factor for each CBS, with values in the interval [0,1]. Belief set creation: As in the classical belief-based supervisor, a new CBS is created when the processing of an observed input triggers nondeterminism in a specification component. The newly created CBS inherits the feasibility factor of its parent CBS. Belief set termination: A simple thresholding algorithm was adopted. A CBS whose feasibility factor is below the threshold is terminated. The threshold value itself is dynamically adjusted, taking into account the expected failure rate, the available memory and the processing cost of maintaining CBSs. Feasibility factor management: The central issue in FBB supervision is the management of feasibility factors. When an output is observed from the target, a CBS which expected such output reflects what the target system is doing, and its feasibility factor is increased. Conversely, a CBS which did not expect it has its feasibility factor reduced.
The algorithm adopted in the FBB supervisor uses a simple update rule shown in Fig. 3 . It is invoked when an external output is observed or an in-transit signal times out. In the expression below, X i stand for the feasibility factor of the CBS i, a is the feasibility increase factor (match gain), and b is the feasibility decrease factor (mismatch penalty) factor. X i will always be in the [0,1] range. The actual values of a and b need to be determined based on an analysis of the target and possibly fine-tuned experimentally. Advantage is taken of the fact that the channel communication semantics is first in, first out (FIFO). Note that the per-channel signal matching algorithm must be sophisticated enough to take into account the possibility of unexpected or missing outputs from the target and minimize the number of mismatches found. For example, if a spurious output signal is produced by the target within an otherwise legal sequence of outputs, the algorithm should report this as just one mismatched signal, instead of identifying all subsequent outputs from the target as mismatches . Fig. 4 illustrates the evolution of the feasibility factor of a CBS after an output mismatch, followed by three successful output matches. Here, obtain_observed_inp collects all inputs observed since the last iteration and send_observed_inp sends the obs_inputs to the FBB-enhanced specification interpreter (an enhanced SDL abstract machine [2] , [4] ). Similarly, obtain_observed_outp collects all outputs from the target and send_observed_outp sends them to the observed output queues of all CBSs in the interpreter.
execute_processes extracts signals from the input queues of all CFSM machines in all CBSs, propagates them through the specification, possibly creating new CBSs, and produces the expected output signals.
perform_matching then matches the expected and observed outputs in each CBS and modifies their feasibility factors in accordance with the results of the match. perform_cutoff then terminates those CBSs whose feasibility factor is below the calculated threshold. It also periodically recomputes the threshold.
Finally, produce_reports generates reports of any failures that have been observed. Periodically, it also computes other summary descriptors and outputs them. 1 
Supervisor Reports
Failure Reports: The FBB supervisor generates a failure report when it observes a drop in the feasibility factors of every CBS. The report identifies the output signal (or the absent signal) which caused the drop. Software System Health: The primary indicator of the 'health' of the target software system is the maximum of the feasibility factors of all existing CBSs. This indicates how closely the observed behavior corresponds to the best matching nondeterministic alternative in the supervisor. Note that this is an indication only, since there is no commonly recognized definition of this term. Distribution of feasibility factors: This is another useful measure. In an ideal case -a 100% correct implementation of the target and an 'all-seeing' supervisor, there would be only one CBS with the feasibility factor of one. In a typical setting, however, the supervisor will carry a number of CBSs whose feasibility factors reflect how well the target behavior matches the behavioral alternative they represent. The distribution of feasibility factors is indicative of the degree of 'confusion' the target system behavior causes in the supervisor as it tries to explain it in terms of the specification. It may be used as secondary information in the evaluation of the target operation. Match history: The maximum feasibility factor gives an indication of what the health of the target software system is. It is useful for the supervisor to also provide information as to why the health of the target is what it is. That is, to provide the history of output matches and mismatches that the top rated CBS has experienced.
The history of mismatches would show where the target deviated from the specification. This is important for the diagnosis of faults in the target. For example, a history showing that repeated originations on a particular phone did not result in the application of dial tone would suggest that the phone was 'lost' from the scans for offhook. A different diagnostic result would obtain if this type of failure was occurring on different phones without any apparent pattern.
Because of the parent-child relationship between CBSs, this history takes the form of a history tree. Its collection, however, is very expensive in both time and space, and may only be an optionally enabled feature.
Experimental Evaluation
The fuzzy belief based approach to supervision was evaluated experimentally. The target system was the control program for a small telephone exchange (a 60-line private branch exchange, PBX). The program specification contained 60 SDL 'call handler' processes (CFSMs) and two resource management processes. Nondeterministic delays of SDL channels were the principal source of nondeterminism. The program was implemented in approximately 3000 noncommented lines of C.
The following objectives have been set for the experimental evaluation: (a) evaluation of failure detection capability (all failures should be detected; there should be no false failure reports); (b) evaluation of continuous supervision capability (resynchronization; supervision should continue past the moment of failure detection; no false failures should be reported subsequently under a correct operation of the target, any new failures should be properly detected); (c) assessment of the computational cost of fuzzybelief super-vision under no-failure operation and as a function of different types of failures; (d) evaluation of reporting capability (failure reports, system health, CBS count as a measure of missynchronization between the supervisor and the target, CBS distribution).
Evaluation Environment
Telephone exchange: The exchange hardware was simulated and the control program executed on a workstation. Programmable telephone traffic generators were employed to simulate telephone calls. The input and output events were independently detected on the exchange hardware interface memory and recorded. The recorded I/O traces were then seeded with failures for the purposes of evaluation. FBB Supervisor: The FBB supervisor was a modified version of the classical belief-based supervisor. The principal modifications were the introduction of feasibility factors, their association with CBSs and their management, the CBS termination algorithm and the reporting of FBB summary descriptors. The supervisor consisted of ~70 classes with the total size of ~15000 non-commented lines of C++. Failure Seeding: A number of representative types of failures were seeded into the collected traces as a part of the evaluation. These included (a) signal insertion (insertion of random selected signals, insertion of ringing signals), and (b) signal removal (removal of dial tone after offhook, removal of idle tone after the first digit dialed, etc.)
The failures were seeded at a rate 10-100 higher than the failure rates observed on mature telecom exchanges. Information Collected: The information collected during evaluation runs included the number of CBSs, the distribution of feasibility factors, the maximum feasibility factor, failure reports and match/mismatch history, and occurrences of computational overload (situations when the supervisor can no longer process the trace events in real time). Resynchronization capability was in part assessed by comparing the reported failures with the seeded failures, and by evaluating the trend in the number of CBSs. Table 1 summarizes some experimental results obtained during failure collection runs. It includes the results for both Limited and Poisson call load, at several call origination rates, for two seeded signal insertion cases (random signals and phone ringing spontaneously), and four signal removal cases (no voice connection between caller and callee, no ringing applied, no ring tone heard, and no dial tone). Fig. 6 illustrates the operation of the FBB supervisor during an experimental evaluation run. The horizontal axis shows the time. The dots in the top box show instances of a seeded failure. The second top box shows the count of CBSs, with a visible peak at around t=11000. The next box records the input and output signals to the target (the individual signals, such as offhook, dial tone application, ringing application etc. are identified only by their numeric codes). The next box (mismatch history) shows when mismatches between expected and observed signals were detected. The box below (maximum feasibility) shows the maximum feasibility factor observed at the time. The dots in the bottom box show when failures were reported. A comparison of the bottom with the top box (seeded failures) shows that all seeded failures were detected in this section of the evaluation run.
Evaluation Results
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Fig. 6. FBB Supervisor Reports
An analysis of all experimental results showed that (a) failure detection capability: the FBB supervisor properly detected all seeded failures. (b) continuous supervision capability: the supervisor was able to resynchronize with the target in about 95% of cases. In the remaining 5% of cases, the supervisor was not able to do so. This only occurred with 'signal removal' types of seeded failures, for example with the removal of dial tone (seeded failures=2) in Table I . (c) computational cost: neither the seeded random signals nor the seeded specific signals caused computational overload. However, the 'signal removal' failures caused the supervisor to significantly slow down in about 10% of cases. For example, Table 1 shows this as occurring in both dial tone removal experiments, and with the removal of the ringing signal when a larger number of failures were seeded into the trace.
Concluding Observations
This paper presented a technique for continuous, automatic detection of failures of software systems. The detection is done by a separate unit, the supervisor, which observes the inputs and outputs of the target software system and uses the specification of its behavior to determine whether a failure has occurred. The technique presented assumes that the specification of behavior of the target is expressed in a formalism based on communicating finite state machines.
To deal with specification nondeterminism, the supervisor uses the technique of beliefs to represent legal behavioral alternatives of nondeterministic specification components and combines them into consistent CBSs. The technique presented adopts a fuzzy-set view on which CBSs should be kept. To each CBS, it attaches a feasibility factor which characterizes how well the actual behavior of the target has matched the nondeterministic alternatives represented by its beliefs. In this way, the fuzzy belief based supervisor is able to continue its operation after occurrences of failures.
The paper also presented the results of an experimental evaluation which used the control program for a small telephone exchange as the target. The evaluation showed that the supervisor was able to detect all seeded failures. The failures of the 'inserted signal' type were easier to deal with than the 'removed signal' type.
In addition to the reporting of failures, the FBB supervisor can also provide an indication of the 'health' of the target software system and additional fault diagnosis information.
The technique is a novel one. Several of its aspects merit more extensive examination. This applies, in particular, to the optimal setting of the values of the match gain and mismatch penalty parameters in the management of feasibility factors, and to the determination of the termination threshold. Another future research direction could address the use of the mismatch history of the top rated CBS in the diagnosis of faults of the target, in particular in its most difficult part, the localization of faults.
